
 

 

THE HK WINNING FACTOR REVIEW  

SHA TIN, Sunday, September 1, 2019 

B rail, track good  
 

The opening day of the new season was a successful one for subscribers, Adonis setting things up at surprising odds 

in the second race, Regency Legend running right up our assessed price of 1.1 in the feature and California Gungho 

and Cordyceps adding a little cream thereafter. It might have been even better if War Room had not had to 

navigate around some heels in the 9th but he might still just have missed too – one we’ll never know. Our one little 

regret was not nominating Ka Ying Master as a bet for the service – he was under the odds in the morning with all 

operators in the morning when we generated the bets and there was no reason to think he would drift to the 

bettable odds he eventually started.  

As for the track, it played well and fairly and faster than average - pretty much in line with past opening day 

meetings in terms of track speed. A mild headwind in the straight had an equally mild impact on final 400m 

sectionals in the circle races but the times in the two straight races suggested they were on a completely different 

track out there. The raw overall and sectional times were slower than average in both races. 

For our money, the performance of the day by a stretch was Golden Sixty – he finally struck a race with a true speed 

and was a lengths better horse for it.  

 

HEAT MAP LEGEND 
 
FAST 2 Len+ fast 
FASTER THAN AVERAGE (1-2 Len)  
AVERAGE 
SLOWER THAN AVERAGE (1-2 Len) 
SLOW 2 Len+ slow 

 

                                                +1.8 L          +1.7 L             -2.8 L            +0.1 L 

1 
C5 1600m 24.80 23.35 23.68 23.65   

 

Pre-race this looked a tactical schemozzle but it was better than that in reality after HT Mo on Romantic Journey held the 
inside to lead and MF Poon (Whampo Star) made sure he didn’t have a change of mind. The early pace was soft but not 
as poor as it looked on paper, then Mo let the leader run along from the 800m turn and opened the race up. Through all 
this Purton had Good Runners Way in the right spot and he scrambled in but not in any convincing way. Moreira went 
back on Regency Gem from the wide gate after being cut out in the first 100m, he ran on between horses and may even 
have been unlucky not to win. His second run in C5 looked a good advertisement for an early win, as was Proud Sky’s 
third after sitting 3 wide. His wins have all come at 1800m and usually after he has had a few runs but this suggests his 
next isn’t far off. Le Panache an even effort and should be better for it and so should Gold Velvet, who was back wide and 
worked steadily home as the leaders tired and there were some comments that he didn’t look ideal in the parade. Didn’t 
mind the run of Wicker, either, a horse who slowly got better with racing as a 3yo and should be stronger this campaign. 
He closed off well enough from the back and is going to appreciate 1800m or even further.  
 

                                               +1.4 L          +2.8 L             +0.6 L 

2 
C5 1200m 23.57 23.03 23.39    

 

Adonis had let the side down a few times in the past with Peter Ho but was convincing here at the first run for Douglas 
Whyte, although he did get the perfect race set up. Blade Racer took up the running from surprise favourite Leisured Feet 
at a good pace and Richcity Fortune, unusually slow to begin for KH Chan, pushed through behind them to add his effort 
to the pace. It wasn’t hot but it was better than average and when the leaders took a break from the 800m to the 400m, 
theygave the backmarkers the ideal race shape to run on. Kwai Chung Elite followed the winner and Golden Cannon 
came with him, the first three all coming from the second half. That adds a little merit to Leisured Feet’s effort to hold on 
for fourth but he has been so off form for so long that we’ll need to see more than this to get excited about him, even off a 
rating of 23. The winner didn’t quite return his best here so he can win again and the runner-up looks one to follow – he 
showed little early as a 3yo but had run ok at the bottom of C4 towards the end of last season, trialled like he has returned 
better and this run confirmed it. Golden Cannon usually takes a couple of runs to win one but this was sound. There were 
other runs of note – Never Better was badly hampered by Gouten Of Garo in the straight and should have been closer 
and Happy Cooperation (3 wide no cover) and Richcity Fortune were also hampered in that incident as they weakened. 
One worth noting was the run of Sky Gem from the Fownes stable. Checked at the start, he was always a query about 
finding 1200m far too short but he rattled home well at the finish. Another lightly-raced and just turned 4yo, he wants 
1800m but seems to have come back in form. 
 

                                                  +3.2 L             +1.2 L          -1.6 L             

3 
C1 1200m 24.37 22.25 22.12    

 

On our scale, ratings in the mid-90s are G1 standard figures and Regency Legend came to this with figures of 96, 98, 98 
in his 3 local starts – the only other runner to own a 98 was Seasons Bloom but 2 years ago, winning this race and he had 
to give Regency Legend 12 pounds here and had been in the wilderness for a while since. As the heat map shows, it was 
just uncompetitive early and middle stages, the winner still didn’t set any records down the straight and this ‘barrier trial’ is 
an unreliable guide to the future. Styling City hasn’t looked any better than a C2 horse and ran well below that here but 
we’ll be inclined to make allowances next time if he is in a lesser contest. Seasons Bloom was sound – he lost his way 
this time last year before running a couple of better races towards the end of the season and continued that resurrection 
here, albeit rating well below what he can do. It’s just going to be tough for him if he has to meet Beauty Generation 
everywhere he goes. The winner is the one to follow and will measure up to better races on the way to the HK Sprint – not 
on this, but on what we’ve seen before. The one concern is that for the 2nd time in 4 HK starts, he had blood in the 
trachea post. 
 



  
                                                    +0.1 L          -1.1 L             +1.0 L            

4 
C4 1200m 23.81 22.53 23.08    

 

The key here for California Gungho was being fresh enough early for Domeyer put him in the one-one from an awkward 
gate, the tempo was true but not overtaxing and he took advantage to land a plunge. This was his first HK win but he 
looked capable in C3 last campaign so he might be able to win again in that grade without much weight. Lucky Guy raced 
well, he needed to make a sidestep in the straight and might have got closer but just about ran to expectations in second. 
He has won 2 from 40 and can win one of these with all the breaks but Isn’t getting any better as an 8yo. Falcon Turbo, at 
his first run for Whyte, was sound and not too far short of his previous best win in C3, closing the race out steadily but he 
looked like the race might sharpen him up for next time. E Star has been a frustrating horse – no doubt for connections as 
well – as he rated well winning at long odds second start and then had vet issues a couple times after that and didn’t 
reproduce the win. He had every chance here and raced well enough, short of his best but it was more encouraging. John 
Moore-trained Bingo was yet another horse to fall foul of KH Chan at the start. Chan seems to struggle to get them going 
out of the gates – although Multimillion was the exception later in the card – even whenhe rides regular forward runners 
like this and Bingo ended up having a tough run to eventually get up outside the lead. What A Legend was checked early, 
ran home in good sectionals while Break Record should have been a little closer after minor traffic issues. 
 

                                                                    +1.7 L           +1.2 L           -4.8 L             +1.8 L           

5 
C4 1400m 13.76 21.98 22.65 23.66   

 

The talking point here was winning rider Domeyer after Sunshine Warrior was going straight for him until the South African 
switched the whip to his left hand and the Pierro 5yo ran in seven or eight horses to make heavy contact with runner-up 
Casimiro and also hampering Viva Council, who was inside him. The protest was never a chance – Sunshine Warrior was 
always going to win the race – but the rider might have counted himself lucky to escape with only 4 meetings’ suspension.  
A lightly-raced horse, Sunshine Warrior looked erratic at times in his first campaign and obvious retains some of that but 
he can gallop a bit and looks capable of winning in C3. The minor placegetters are both going to be somewhere around 
the money in something similar next time. As he had in the first race, Dylan Mo upped the pace on leader Viva Council 
from the 800m turn and broke the field up a little and that didn’t leave too many excuses from the run-ons although Mr 
Magellan probably got too far out of the race in the group at the back that lost touch when the pace increased. He and 
Bullish Glory both made up good ground without threatening. Pearl Champion had his chance but ran close to his best, all 
the same - which is good enough to win a C4 if he doesn’t run into anything talented and gets the breaks. Dionysus Collin 
had to cover some extra ground and can improve.  
 
                                                                     -0.4 L           -2.5 L             +3.9 L           

6 
C4 1000m 13.32 20.64 23.78    

 

Due to the headwind in the straight, both the 1000m events ran much slower than their standard times but each was 
similarly run off the sectional times – an average first 200m followed by a pressure midrace stage but the C4 race here 
was horrible in the run to the line. Really nothing hit the line here and it was noticeable how many horses at huge odds 
were closing in at the finish, including all the of the 100-1 debutants. Dancing Fighter was worked in the lead by Allied 
Agility, who was heavily-bet but overraced in front and they went faster than they would have intended. Allied Agility 
punctured but Dancing Fighter kept on well enough to be run down by Ka Ying Master, who had sat a length or more 
further back and had enough left to keep his unbeaten record intact. Still, the first 2 both look flattered by their good 
records - neither has ever rated very highly. They should find a win at the bottom of C3 but they’re no stars. Sunshine 
Universe found his niche at the straight course last season but is just average and Bright Kid was a more interesting run 
although beaten in the photo for third. He was flattered by the leaders falling over late in the race but was stuck out in 
midtrack, where it is rarely a plus, and he looks a good prospect in C4 over 1200m. The unraced All Times Grateful was a 
sound effort – he had trialled well twice last season but came into this off a terrible barrier trial. He performed above that 
here so he might be on the improve again. Super Winner, another first starter, ran a sound race and even Who’s Horse, 
who looked slow at the trials was getting home at the finish as the leaders came back to him. All in all, a low rating race 
but some of these are not fully explored yet. 
 

                                                                   +0.4 L           -2.6 L             -0.5 L         

7 
C3 1200m 23.79 22.01 22.67    

 

Everything we had seen from Golden Sixty winning in slow-tempo races suggested he would make his way into C2 but, 
when he finally struck a race with pace in it here, we saw a horse who is going to a better level than that. Carrying 10 
pounds more than Regency Legend, Golden Sixty ere ran 1.5 lengths faster over (to be expected as the feature was a 
crawl early) then got to the line a length faster than him as well (not to be expected as the slowly-run feature left runners 
in that race with plenty of energy for the final sprint). Golden Sixty ran the quickest final 400m of the day to run down 
another smart animal in Mr Croissant in comfortable fashion and this was the win of a horse with Group races in his 
future. If he produces this next time in C2, he will destroy them under a light weight. Mr Croissant himself produced a new 
best after a perfect trip nder Purton but it wasn’t nearly good enough. On paper the raced held the possibility of a soft 
tempo if Happy Fun was left to set his own speed but Mr Darling was aggressive again from an outside gate and, while he 
couldn’t cross Happy Fun, he did make him work to hold the lead through the middle stages and that changed the game. 
New Asia Sunrise was in the right place a couple of lengths behind and turning out average sectionals himself but has 
long been a bit of a grinder without a serious turn of foot and he had no answer to the 2 younger horses with acceleration. 
He was brave and his turn should come in C3, although his last win is now 28 months ago. Infinity Endeavour did what he 
does – not the best out of the gates, he settled last, enjoyed the speed and finished off well. Back in C3 now, he is 
certainly dangerous but his poor starts to ensure he requires certain conditions to finish in front. Mr Aldan has also shown 
a reluctance to jump but each of his runs has been better than the previous. His effort here in a high-rating race was good 
enough to suggest he is going to be amongst the chances at his next run. The disappointment, not for the first time, was 
Shimmer And Shine. He has had a career punctuated with problems and breaks and his first run for 6 months – with a 
bleeding attack in April – was ordinary. He should be all the better for it and is close to a drop into C4 as well, so he should 
not be dismissed too lightly yet, especially if he goes to the dirt.      



 
                                                                   +0 L              -1.6 L            -1.9 L            +3.5 L          

8 
C2 1400m 13.48 21.58 22.82 23.46   

 

Gold Chest had arrived in HK on an 88 rating after 2 unbeaten runs in the UK but he was a familiar story for northern 
hemisphere imports – one or two rays of sunshine in an otherwise gloomy Derby campaign at the first attempt. He had not 
dropped a long way in the handicaps but trialled well enough to suggest he might be on the comeback and he confirmed it 
with an authoritative, if not high-rating, win here. The pace was sound enough to return a true result, Gold Chest was 
always going to be in the finish and rated here even well below his best last season, let alone a much higher figure he 
brought from overseas, so there is some upside possible with him. The strong-finishing runner-up Fast Most Furious was 
a good benchmark for the race, landing bang on his best rating. He had a good finish to last season which does look to 
have him a little snookered in the handicaps near the top of C2, especially when the smart younger horses start coming 
through the ranks but he is very honest. Beauty Spirit was a sound return and is capable of winning off his current mark 
and Mongolian King doesn’t win often but does run good races often. He doesn’t help himself with slow starts and is 
hostage to the speed but he is another honest type. As we forecast, Morethanlucky was strong enough in the handsof KH 
Chan to just have a bit too much say in how fast he went and he worked the leader Ksai Farasi for most of the middle of 
the race and ensured neither was in the finish. Also as expected Playa Del Puente may have been a handy racer in 
Ireland but he was not going to be quick in terms of HK racing and got back. He worked steadily to the line rather than 
quickening and will find races, but we still want to see a bit more of him before calling him a Derby hope. Another first-
upper, Brazilian 3yo star last season Butterfield (ex Halston) managed to land a lot closer in running than he had at the 
trials but was green and erratic. Brazilian horses don’t have much of a record in HK but he looks quite similar, formwise, to 
a Brazilian his trainer Danny Shum won with last season, Harmony Victory. So we’re non-committal on him at this stage 
but he needs to straighten himself out. The disappointments were Easy Go Easy Win at his first run for Whyte and King 
Opie. Easy Go Easy Win didn’t have a straightforward prep as a 4yo for John Moore and that looks set to continue in his 
new yard. He hung here, his jockey reported a breathing issue – we wait to see if Whyte can get him right again. King 
Opie was lackadaisical. In the context of the race, he was in the right spot to at least get to the line and he didn’t. He won 
4 races last season, rising more than 30 points in the handicaps and often those horses struggle to get going again next 
campaign, sometimes ever. He is in good hands with Frankie Lor so the jury is out and his next run or two will tell us 
more.       
 

                                                  +0.1 L            -2.4 L           +0.3 L                     

9 
C3 1000m 13.35 20.53 23.03    

 

Like the C4 earlier, the pace was on during the midstages here and I felt it found out the odds-on favourite Winning 
Method, who was being slapped and niggled along by Moreira from a fairly early stage. He had won two very moderate 
races as a 2yo without a lot of pressure on and was trounced when he had met a smart horse in Aethero. Still, this is a 
decent young horse with plenty ahead of him, he will bounce back and should cope with this grade and possibly even C2 
as he matures later. Our fancy Jing Jing Win was poor. He travelled as well as any runner but had no kick when Purton 
asked him to go and only wore away in the last 200m. He might even have cost our other bet, War Room, the race. Blake 
Shinn followed Purton along the outside rail in the first half and needed Jing Jing Win to drag him into a striking position 
but, when Jing Jing was not really going anywhere, Shinn made the decision to look for more room and had to come out 
and around before launching War Room’s best effort. In any case, whether he should have won or not, this was a decent 
effort that foreshadows a win soon for this horse who arrived in C2 and is looking quite well placed in the middle of C3 
now. Super Junior was honest, Glenealy Generals could have done more  and there was an effort worth noting from 
Gentle Breeze. He nearly fell at the start and got well out of it, finding the line ok in the final stages. His best has been 
reserved so far for Happy Valley but we might have to look at him again as a Sha Tin prospect based on this. And we 
haven’t mentioned the winner, Mutlimillion. We love seeing him in a race because he is a one-trick pony who runs them 
along in front and dares them to get past. So far he has held them out in 5 of 10 runs up the straight and this was a career 
best after being pressed in the midrace section. Class 2? He might measure up there with a light weight and his luck-
finding style but nothing has ever suggested he is going beyond about 90 in the ratings and Waterloo is coming – 
connections should not be too unhappy when it arrives, he’s done a great job. The other one we wanted to note here was 
Mighty Maverick, not a horse we would normally see in a 1000m race but who closed well in the centre after minding his 
business towards the back early, and even Divine Unicorn was better here than his 4 disastrous runs last season, even if 
he still looks a way off being a winning threat.  
 

                                                  +0.1 L            -0.7 L           -0.7 L           +1.1 L         

10 
C3 1400m 13.48 21.65 23.21 23.26   

 

Cordyceps was going to land in the right spot here – a spot he has ften had to fight for from wide gates in the past – and 
the market thought so too, backing him from almost 8.0 in the morning to 3.5 and favourite and a convincing enough 
winner. He held rather than improved his rating from last season so he will need to do more next time after going up 6 
points for this but has been very honest to date. This race featured consistent, average sectionals, an average overall 
time and that’s probably where it sits – an average race in C3, although the performance of Regency Bo Bo was a little 
concern. That he was able to miss the start – a bad habit recently for this one-time regulation leader – then race around 
the field and get into third might be looked at as a plus for the horse but it looked more of a minus for the race. We’ve 
seen enough of Regency Bo Bo to know who he is and it was surprising to see him do this, rating right up to his best 
despite the disadvantages. Ten horses finished within 5 lengths at the finish, so with excuses – Beauty Energy is a horse 
who we’ve seen race keenly at the best of times with a trail so he was aggressive here when fired out of the gates to sit 
exposed outside the leader and didn’t finish off so he can improve; Unicron Jewellery should have been a little closer after 
been snookered for a run early in the straight but generally takes a run or 3 to get going anyway and Tangmere got a long 
way out of the race and worked steadily home. Tangmere is close to C4 and might be dangerous there over a mile. 
Private Rocket failed badly and apparently without reason after being put in a good spot in the run. He may be better for 
the run but his form last season had not been anything special and the market did seem to have him a little overrated here 
anyway.  

 


